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Abstract Genes play an important role in several diseases. Hence, in biology, identifying relationships between
diseases and genes is important for the analysis of diseases, because mutated or dysregulated genes play an
important role in pathogenesis. Here, we propose a method to identify disease-related genes using MeSH terms
and association rules. We identified genes by analyzing the MeSH terms and extracted information on gene-gene
interactions based on association rules. By integrating the extracted interactions, we constructed gene-gene
networks and identified disease-related genes. We applied the proposed method to study five cancers, including
prostate, lung, breast, stomach, and colorectal cancer, and demonstrated that the proposed method is more useful
for identifying disease-related and candidate disease-related genes than previously published methods. In this
study, we identified 20 genes for each disease. Among them, we presented 34 important candidate genes with
evidence that supports the relationship of the candidate genes with diseases.
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1. Introduction
A gene is a locus of DNA that consists of nucleotides and has genotypes made up of different DNA sequences.
Through various biological experiments, researchers confirmed that genotypes determine the resulting
phenotypes. The phenotype describes various biological or physical traits, such as disease, eye color, and height.
For this reason, identification of disease-gene relationships is important in biology. However, the size and
number of human genes is too large to analyze for all disease-gene pairs. The biological experimental cost is

